Rocscience International Conference 2021
The Evolution of Geotech: 25 Years of Innovation

Call for Papers

Rocscience is pleased to invite geotechnical industry academics and practitioners to participate in the first
version of the Rocscience International Conference on Numerical Modelling. The conference, which will take place
online on April 20–21, 2021, is themed as "The Evolution of Geotech: 25 Years of Innovation". The objective is to
analyze and discuss the latest innovations in applied geomechanics and emerging technologies with the potential
to revolutionize the field.
Areas of Interest
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tunnelling in challenging environments
Open pits slope stability

Numerical modelling of high-stress environments
Settlement and Foundation Engineering

Artificial intelligence and virtual reality technologies in geotechnical engineering
Advancements in probabilistic analysis of slopes

Advancements in three-dimensional geotechnical analysis
Dynamic and Liquefaction Modelling

Discrete fracture network modelling of rock masses

Guide for Authors

We invite authors to submit an abstract of 200-500 words by December 7, 2020. The abstract must include a
detailed description of the paper to be submitted to enable peer review. Please indicate the paper’s title, author’s
name, author’s professional title, company, address, telephone, fax, and email. If more than one author is named,
please indicate who will be the corresponding author.
The deadline to submit abstracts is December 7, 2020.
Please click on the following link to submit your abstract: www.rocscience.com/learning/rocscience-conference.
The abstracts must be written in English. After the peer review, authors of selected abstracts will have to write full
papers, which will then be published in the conference proceedings upon registration.
Important Dates
•
•
•

Deadline for submission of abstracts: December 7, 2020
Notification of acceptance: January 8, 2021

Deadline for final paper submission: February 8, 2021

For any enquiries regarding the program, please contact me at reginald.hammah@rocscience.com
For all general enquiries, please contact ric2021@rocscience.com

We look forward to seeing you at Rocscience International Conference 2021.
Sincerely,
Reginald Hammah
Technical Chair

Geotechnical tools, inspired by you.

rocscience.com

